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We give a method for computing the syzygies of the coordinate ring R of an 
affine toric variety. We show how the method works for dimension one and two 
cases, Cohen-Macaulay semigroups, and for computing minimal generators of the 
defining ideal. We show how to compute the depth of R and generalize a criterion 
for Cohen-Macaulayness. © 2000 Academic Press 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a cancelative finitely generated commutative semigroup satisfy- 
ing the property S c3 ( -S )  = (0) (the last condition will be referred as 
combinatorially finite in the sequel). Fix a finite set A of generators for S, 
#A = h, and introduce a variable X n for each n ~ A. Set A := k[{Xn}, ~ A] 
and R := k[S], k being a field. Consider the k-algebra presentation ~o0: 
A ~ R given by X, ~ X ". Then the ideal I = ker(q~ 0) defines a closed 
subvariety of the h-dimensional affine space called affine lattice variety, or 
toric if S is torsion free, this terminology coming from its relevant use in 
geometry. 
The morphism ~P0 is S-graded if one gives degree n to the variable X,. 
Moreover, one has a minimal S-graded free resolution for R. The problem 
of computing the syzygies for R and, in particular, of giving a minimal 
system of generators of I, has been treated extensively. The classical way 
to perform this (in a more general context) is to use elimination theory and 
1 Research by both authors is partially supported by DIGICYT PB97-0347 (Spain). 
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Grobner bases, via the algorithm of Buchberger and its specific improve- 
ments (see for example [15]). 
For semigroup algebras, methods based on the knowledge of the combi- 
natorics of the semigroup have recently been developed. Generators of I 
are computed in [10, 3, 12, and 8] in particular cases (3 or 4 generators, 
codimension two, simplicial semigroups) and in [5] where an algorithm is 
given for the general case. Higher order syzygies can be computed if one is 
able to find k-bases for the homology of some simplicial complexes A m 
associated to the elements m of the semigroup (see the definition in 
Section 1) as presented in [4, 5, and 6] for example. This is used, for 
instance, in [7] and [13] to compute syzygies of Cohen-Macaulay projective 
monomial curves and of codimension two lattice ideals respectively. Fi- 
nally, the problem of computing syzygies naturally leads to the one of 
characterizing the Cohen-Macaulay property for R. Such characteriza- 
tions are given in [9] for simplicial semigroups and in [16, 14] for the 
general torsion free case. 
The method proposed in this paper is based on the study of the 
combinatorics of the simplicial complexes A m which works in general. Our 
basic technical result (Thm. 2.1) is the existence, for any rn c S, of a long 
exact sequence of homology associated to any partition of A which 
computes the homology of A m in terms of certain graph homologies (see 
the definitions in Section 1) related with an appropriate xtention of the 
so-called Apery basis for numerical semigroups considered in [1]. 
Then, using special partitions in Section 4, we deduce applications to 
concrete situations. The depth of R is obtained by a result which extends 
the Cohen-Macaulay criterium of [9] (Theorem 4.1). In particular, a new 
Cohen-Macaulay criterium valid in the general case is deduced. We also 
give a new method to find generators of the ideal I (Theorem 4.3). Finally, 
we show how the method is specially convenient when the dimension is 
small and will put a special emphasis on the cases of affine and projective 
monomial curves. In these two situations we give a method for computing 
a minimal free resolution (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5). 
1. SYZYGIES, SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES, AND 
GRAPHIC HOMOLOGIES 
Let k be a field. Consider a finitely generated commutative semigroup 
S, with zero element 0 ~ S, cancelative and combintorially finite, i.e., for 
any m ~ S, there are only finitely many expressions of type m = m 1 
+ ... +mp with m i E S - -  {0}. The last property ensures the Nakayama's 
lemma holds for S-graded modules. Thus, if A = {n I . . . .  , nh} is a system of 
generators of S, the semigroup k-algebra, R -'= k[S]  = k[ X m, m ~ S] has 
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an S-graded minimal resolution as an A = k[X l , . . .  , Xh]-module, 
~Op ~o 0 
= - - . Lp_  1 ~ . . .  - -eL1  ~Lo=A~R- -*O , 0 ~ Lp A ~ =A tip-1 =A~I  1 
where the module structure is given by the map q0: A --* R ,  X i ~ X n,, 
and the grading on A by deg(Xi)= n i. If tip :/: O, by the Auslander- 
Buchsbaum theorem, one has p = h - depth R. Note that 0 < depth(R) 
< d where d is the Krull dimension of R, i.e., the rank of the smallest 
abelian group G(S)  containing S. 
Denote by ~ the simplex of parts of A. For any m ~ S, consider the 
simplicial subcomplex A m of ~ consisting of the subsets F of A such that 
m - n F ~ S where n e :=  ~n • F n" Those simplicial complexes are related 
to the minimal S-graded resolution of R by means of the k-vector space 
isomorphisms 
/~i(Am) = V~(m):= (Ni)m (mN3 ' 
where H~ denotes the reduced simplicial homology, m the irrelevant ideal 
of R and Nj --- (b m • s (N)m = ker ~j. In particular, one has the formula: 
= E 
rn ~ S 
Above isomorphisms are nothing but the degree m component of the 
S-graded module isomorphism Tor~(k, R )= Tor~(R, k) and they were 
made effective in [4] and [2] by means of the double complex obtained by 
tensoring the Koszul complex of X 1 . . . . .  X h and the S-graded minimal 
resolution of R. This means that in order to construct he syzygies of 
degree m in a minimal system of generators of Nj, one needs, by recur- 
rence, to know the maps q~t for l < j and a k-basis for the vector space 
I4 i (A  m) (see [4] for details). 
Our strategy to build k-basis for Hi(Am) is based on their relation with 
the homology of some graphs that we define below and the recursive use 
of the following elementary emark of linear algebra. 
Remark  1.1. Assume that one has an exact sequence of finite dimen- 
sional vector spaces 
a c vl- v2Lv-,v3Lv4. 
If one knows how to find 
(i) bases for V 1, V 2, V 3, V4, and the corresponding matrices of a 
and d 
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(ii) direct image by b and an inverse image by c of the elements of 
ker(d), 
then one can build a basis for V. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given a subset B of S and a subset A of A satisfying 
the following property: 
Vb ~B,  Vn,n' ~A,  
[b+n+n'  ~B]  = [b+n~Bandb+n'  ~B] ,  
let us build an acyclic oriented edge-coloredgraph fA  with vertices in G(S), 
as follows: 
• the vertices of fA  are the elements m in G(S) such that there 
exists a subset L of A with m - n L ~ B (in particular, the vertices are 
elements of S); 
• if m and m' are vertices, then there is an edge of color n (n ~ A), 
from m to m' if and only if m'  = m + n. 
The set A is the color set and the set B, which is a subset of 
distinguished vertices of f~ ,  will be called the basic set. Now for m ~ G(S), 
if m = b + n L for some b ~ B and L cA ,  we will say that L is a reason 
of length f = #L for m to be a vertex of flA. Notice that a vertex may 
have several reasons (of same length or not) to be a vertex of the graph. 
For any.m ~ G(S) and t > -1 ,  denote by Ct((f;)m) the subvector- 
space of Ct(E) generated by the set of reasons of length (t + 1) for m to 
be a vertex of f~ .  For any chain z in Ct((f~)m), denote by Or(z) the 
projection on C t_ l ( ( fa)m) of 6t(Z), i.e., the sum of the terms in 6t(z) 
corresponding to reasons of length t for m to be a vertex of the graph. The 
data {C.((fBa)m), 0.} is a chain complex whose homology H.((fa)m) is 
called the homology of f B a at m. 
Remark 1.2. If m is not a vertex of fA  then one gets the zero complex 
so it will be enough to consider homology at the vertices of the graphs. 
Notice that the homology of the graph at a vertex can be read from the 
oriented colored graph structure and the basic set. 
Remark 1.3. Homology of graphs is rather similar to homology of 
simplicial complexes. For instance, to compute H0( ( f~)  m) one can pro- 
ceed as follows: take a new graph T whose vertices are the length 1 
reasons for m to be a vertex of the graph, i.e., the colors a ~ A such that 
m - a ~ B and join two vertices a and a' of T by an edge any time {a, a'} 
is a reason of length 2 for m, i.e., when m - a - a'  ~ B. Now, a con- 
nected component C c Vertex(T) is called essential if, for any a ~ C and 
any a" ~ Vertex(T), one has m - a - a" ~ B. For each essential compo- 
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nent C, pick a vertex a c ~ C. Then, if m ~ B (resp. m ~ B), k-bases for 
H0((ff~) m) consist of the chains of type 1.a c (resp. 1.a c - 1.ac0), where C 
ranges over all the essential components (resp. over the essential compo- 
nents different from Co, being C O a fixed essential component). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Consider a chain complex C. of k-vector spaces. The 
homology Ho(C) of C. is said to be purely graphic of height r if there exists 
a graph 5 e = ~ as before, with #A = r, a vertex m of ff and isomor- 
phisms Hj (~ m) ~ tl j(C) for j > - 1 such that one can explicitly compute 
bases for the spaces Hi(C) from the graph ft. 
DEFINmON 1.3. In the same way, the homology Ho(C) is said to be 
graphic of height r if a k-basis for the spaces Hi(C) can be obtained from 
the homology (at appropriate vertices) of finitely many graphs with #A = r 
applying Remark 1.1 to successive sequences of 5 term exact sequences 
satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii). More precisely, at each step, one 
applies 1.1 to vector spaces V 1,1/2,1/3, V 4 constructed from the homologies 
of the considered graphs and from the spaces created in earlier steps to 
get a new vector space V that will be used in following steps, until one 
reaches Hi(C). Notice that if Ho(C) is purely graphic, then it is graphic of 
the same height. 
2. THE APERY GRAPH AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let S and A be as before. Now, take and fix a partition A = E U A, 
E O A = Q3, of the set of generators A. In order to give methods to 
compute a k-basis for Ho(Zim), m ~ S (in fact we will show that this 
homology is graphic), we now build several graphs associated to different 
basic sets, all of them with the same color set, namely the set A in the 
partition. Thus, in the sequel, we can omit the upper index which will 
always be A, and denote the considered graphs by ~B. We also simplify 
the notation of its chain complex and homology at one point that will be 
respectively denoted by C.(B m) and Ho(Bm). In this section, we introduce 
and study the Apery graph relative to the set E which is a graph associated 
to the generalization of the so-called Apery sequence in case of numerical 
semigroups (see [1]). 
We denote by r (resp. s) the number of elements of A (resp. of E): 
h = r + s. For our purpose, elements in A (resp. E) will be also denoted 
by a (resp. e) and, for any subset I cA  (resp. J c E), we will denote 
a I := Ea~la  (resp. e~ := ]2e~je). For each L ~ A, we keep the notation 
n L = En~Ln. Notice that, for I ~A (resp. J c E), one has a I = rt 1 (resp. 
ej = n j). Finally, to have a concrete choice for the boundary maps 6o of 
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the complexes C,(A), A c X, fix a total ordering on A in such a way that 
elements of E are always greater than elements in A. 
DEFINTION 2.1. The Apery set Q of  S relative to E is defined to be 
Q:= {q ~ S /q  -e  ~ S, Ve ~ E}.  
Since the condition in Definition 1.1 obviously holds, one can define the 
graph ffQ := ~'~ called the Apery graph o f  S relative to E. 
To understand better the homology of this graph, let us introduce, for 
any m ~ S, the following subset of ~: 
K m = {L  E Am/(Z  ("1 E --/: Q~) or (L  cA  and m - a L ~ S - Q)}. 
Notice that K m is nothing but the set of faces of A m which are not reasons 
for m to be a vertex of ~'Q. On the other hand, it is easy to check that K m 
is a simplicial subcomplex of Am, so that one can consider the chain 
complex C, (Km) and the relative chain complex Co(Am, Kin). The simpli- 
cial complex K m might be trivial; in fact one has K m = O if and only if 
m ~ Q and then, Co(K m) is the zero complex. Otherwise (if m ~ S - Q), 
the emptyset and at least one face of type {e}, e ~ E, are faces of K m so 
that one gets C I (Km)= k and /~ l (K,n)= 0. Finally, notice that, by 
construction, it is evident that one has an identification Co(Qm)= 
C.(A m, Kin). This shows the nature of the homology of the graph ~'Q and 
allows to deduce, from the exact sequence of complexes, 0 ---> C.(K,~) 
C.(A m) ~ C.(Q m) ---> 0, the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each m in S, there is a long exact sequence of  
homology, 
~tt t 
]-Lt+ 1 . . /~t(A/~) ----> Ht(Q.,) ----> ... _...> Ht+l (Qm ) -"-> I - [ t (Km)  ----> ... 
P'O 
• .. --> no(Qm ) - ->/~_ l (Km) = 0 - ->/ t_ l (Am)  ---> H_ I (Qm ) --> O. 
The homology Ho(Q,~) is, by definition, purely graphic. Now, in order to 
understand the homology /~o(Km), let us consider the following disjoint 
union of subsets of E: 
K m = K m t..J {I  U J, I cA ,  J cE /m - a I - -  e: ~ S 
and m - a I - e ~ S, Ve ~ J}.  
Notice that any I u J in the second set of the above union is such that the 
cardinality of J is at least 2. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. K m is a simplicial complex. Moreover, K m is acyclic, 
i.e., IQt(K m) = 0 for  any t > - 1. 
Proof. Cons iderL=IU J~Km and L '  = I '  U J '  cLwi th  I '  t i c  
A and J ' c J cE .  I f  L~K m then L '~K m as K m is a simplicial 
complex. I f  L ~ K m - K m then m - a I -- e ~ S for any e ~ J and, in 
part icular,  m - a I, -- e ~ S for any e ~ J ' .  This shows that if m - n L, ~ S 
then L '  ~ K m - K m and, on the other hand, if m - n L, ~ S, then L '  
K m as L '  ~ A m and as either J '  ~Oor J '=~Sand m-a t ,q~Q.  
For  the second part,  one needs to introduce the following total  order ing 
<< on the set of  parts of A of cardinal ity (t + 1), 1 < t + 1 < h: if L and 
L '  are two subsets of A with #L  = #L '  = t + 1, 
L << L '  
#(L  N E)  < #(L '  N E )  or  
#(L  n E )  = #(L '  n E )  and 
L oE  <I  L '  AE  or 
nE=L '  NE  
and L NA </  L '  nA  
where </  is the lexicographic order  on ~(E)  or ~(A)  according to fixed 
total  order ings chosen on E and A ,  respectively. 
I 
I_~t c be an e lement  of Zt(Km).  One has to show that c = 8t+1(~) for 
some ~ ~ Ct+ 1(Kin) • Wr i te  c in the form c = EF(YF .F )  where F ranges 
over the faces of K m of d imension t. If  in this expression there exist faces 
L such that 7z ~ 0 and L c A ,  then, by definit ion of  K m, m - a L ~ S - Q 
so there exists e L ~ E such that m - n r u ~L) ~ S. Since the face L U {e L} 
is in A m and meets  E,  one has L U {eL} ~ Kin. Sett ing 
C 1 :=C --  8t+l LcATL .L  U {e L , 
one gets a cycle c 1 in Zt (Km)  homologous to c. Thus, without loss of 
generality, we can assume that c = EF(YF .F )  where F ranges now over 
the faces of K,~ of d imension t such that F n E -~ 0 .  
Now, with respect  to <<,  consider the smallest L = I U J ( I  cA ,  
J c E, J ~ 0)  such that 7L ~ 0 and also consider the smallest of the one 
codimensional  faces of L,  which must be of  the form L - {e} for an 
appropr iate   ~ J (by definit ion of <<,  any face L - {a} is greater  than a 
face L - {e}). Since ~t(c) = 0, L - {e} must be a one codimensional  face 
of  another  L '  with YL' ~ 0. By minimal ity of L,  one has L '  = L - {e} U 
{e'} for some e' ~ E, e'  ~ e. Set K -- L U {e'}. Since L << L ' ,  it is easy to 
show that L is the smallest one codimensional  face of  K. 
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Notice that, as L belongs either to Ct(K m) or Ct(Km) - Ct(Km) , one 
has, in both cases, that m - ai - ~ ~ S for any ~ c J. As the same occurs 
for L',  one has moreover m - a 1 - ~ ~ S, for any ~ ~ J t3 {e'}. If m - nK 
S, then K~Ct~a(Km) and if m-n  r~S,  then K~Ct+I (K ,m) -  
Ct+ l(Km), so K ~ Ct+a(K m) in both cases. Now set 
c' := c - 6,+I(YL.K ). 
If one writes c' = EFI~F.F, where F ranges over the t-dimensional faces 
of E then, by construction, either c' = 0, or the smallest F such that 
/3 F ~ 0 is strictly greater than L. Thus, repeating the argument to c', one 
can build c" and, going on this way, one gets c (p) = 0 for some integer p 
because there are only finitely many possible faces. It follows that, collect- 
ing all the terms yz.K involved in the p steps, one gets a chain 6 
Ct+l(Km) with c = 6t+1(6). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
I 
COROLLARY 2.1. The long exact sequence of homology coming from the 
exact sequence of chain complexes 
0 -"> Co(Kin) "-> Co(Km) ~ C. (Km,Krn)  ----> 0 
gives an isomorphism Pt+ 1: l-It+ l(g'm, Km) --->/Qt(Km), for any t > - 1. 
Moreover, direct images by Pt+ 1 can be given explicitly and inverse images by 
Pt + 1 can be computed by an algorithm. 
Proof. The result follows from the fact that Km is anacyclic simplicial 
complex. If c* is a cycle in Zt___+ l(Km, Km) and ? ~ Ct+ 1._(Km) is a represen- 
tative of c* (i.e., a chain for K m whose image in Ct+l(Km,K,n) " is c*), then 
the image by Pt+ 1 of the homology class of c* is the class in Ht(K m) of the 
cycle 6t+ 1(?). This means that direct images by Pt+l can be given in terms 
of the boundary map 6. and so it is explicit. Conversely, if c c Zt(Km), 
applying to c the processes c ~ c I and c 1 ~ c' in the proof of Proposition 
2.2, one gets an algorithm which yields a chain ~ ~ Ct+ 1(Kin) such that 
6t+ 1(?) = c. This shows that the class in/Qt+ l(Km, Kin) of the relative cycle 
(modulo Ct+l(Km)) is mapped to the class of c in /Qt(Km) by the 
isomorphism Pt+ 1. On the other hand, the above algorithmic onstruction 
of ? from c is explicit. | 
Remark 2.1. To understand the relative homology H.(Km,Km), one 
can also use graphic methods. For this, let us consider the graph fD := fin 
associated to D c S defined by 
D:= {m ~S/3 JcEwi th#J>2,  m-e~S,  Ve~Jandm-e j~S}.  
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There is some additional discrete structure on the graph ~D. In fact, for 
every element in the basic set D, there are, in general, several "reasons" to 
be in D, i.e., several choices of J c E with the required property in the 
definition of D. Thus, for this concrete graph cff D and m ~ G(S), one can 
define a complete reason of dimension t for m to be a vertex of ~o as a set 
L=IU Jw i th#L=t+2where lcA isareasonfor  m to be a vertex 
of ~D and J c E a reason for m - a t to be in the basic set D. Now, for 
each m, one has a complete homology of ~D at m, denoted by H,(D~), 
which is, by definition, the homology of the complex {Co(DIn), 0°} where 
C.(D m) stands for the vertor space generated by the complete reasons for 
m to be a vertex of ~D and where, for any such reason L of dimension t, 
0e(L) is the projection on Ct_l~ra) of the chain ~t+l(L) ~ Ct(X)- 
By construction, for t _> -1 ,  Ct(D m) can be identified to Ct+ 1(Kin, K,~) 
in such a way that 0~ corresponds to the relative boundary map. This 
shows in particular that {C°(Dm), 0.} is a chain complex. Finally, notice that 
C_I(D m) = C0(Km,K m) = 0. As a consequence of the previous construc- 
tion, of Proposition 2.1 and of Corollary 2.1, one deduces the main 
theorem of this paper: 
THEOREM 2.1. For S and A = E U A as before and for any m ~ S, one 
has the long exact sequence, 
....-_> Ht+I(Qm ) ---> Ht(D,n ) ~/-It(Am) -~ Ht(Qm ) ~ ... 
• . ul(em) -, Oo(a.,) no(Q ) o ,  
where the images by ~, of elements of Ht(Q m) can be explicitly described. 
Proof. After the identification /4t+l(K__m, Km)-Ht(D,~)  , set ~t+l = 
p-1 o t+l /xt+v In the same way, the map Ht(Drn) ~ Ht(A m) is the composi- 
tion of Pe+l with Ht(K,~) ~ Ht(A,~). Exactness and explicitation of im- 
ages by ~e follow from Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. | 
Remark 2.2. The maps Hf-fi m) ~/4e(a m) and /4t(Am) ~ Qe(Qm) are 
explicitly known. It follows from the theorem that a basis for He(A m) can 
be computed from bases for/-/t+ l(Qm), Ht(Qm), Ht(Ilm), He-l~)m) and the 
explicit knowledge of ~t+ 1 and ~r  
Notice that if #E  = 1 then D = O and, therefore, H.(Dm) = 0. Thus, 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the homology/4o(Am) is purely graphic of height 
h - 1. If #E = 2, then H.(Dm) = H.-I(Dm) since, in this case, the com- 
plete raisons for m are all of type E U I where I is a raison for m to be a 
vertex of ~D and one has 0o = 0.. Then Theorem 2.1 shows that /~o(A,~) 
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is graphic of height h - 2. In the following section we will generalize this 
and show that H.(A m) is graphic of heigth r = h - #E.  
3. COMPUTING THE RELATIVE HOMOLOGY 
STEP BY STEP 
In order to study the homology Ho(D m) = I[I°(Km, K m) for any partition 
A = E U A ,  we will use the chain 
Km = K2)  = c . . .  c = 
where K~ ), 1 < j < s, is the simplicial subcomplex of K m (see the proof of 
Proposition 2.2 to check this is a simplicial complex) given by 
K~ ) := K m L) {L = I U J ~ Km/ I  C A ,  J c E and #J  < j}. 
For any ( i , j ,  k), 1 < i < j < k < s, the exact sequence of chain com- 
plexes 0 ~ ~°',~=m (" ([ (J), ~=m][~(i)'~-" ~ ~°' - -=m tz (It(k), --ml¢(/)~- C-(K~ ), K~ )) ~ 0 gives rise 
to the long exact sequence of homology 
. . .  V=l~.l (K ( j )  K(m/)) " (k) K(mJ)) v._~ t~, m ~ Ht (Xm ,K~ )) --*/~t(K~ ), "'" 
where the connecting morphism vt+ 1 = vt+ a (i, J, k )  is given by vt+ 1([c]) = 
[Bt+l(c)] for c ~ Zt+I (K~) ,K~ )) and where 6t+1(c) stands here for the 
boundary map of any representative of c in Ct+l(K(m k)) modulo Ct+ I(K~ )) 
and [ ] for the corresponding homology class. 
Applying this recursively to (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 4) . . . .  until (1, s - 
1, s) and taking into account the explicit knowledge of the mappings v°, it 
follows that if one knows how to get bases for all the spaces/ lo(K(f  ), K(f  -~)) 
for any value of [ ,  2 <[_< s, then, by Remark 1.1 one will know bases for 
H.(K~ ), K~ )) =/4.(K,,, Km). 
NOW let's prove that the homology /~.(K~ ), K(f  -~)) is graphc. For it, 
introduce for each subset J of E with # J  > 2, the subset of S given by 
D J :=  {m e S/m - e] f~ S and m - e ~ S, Ve ~ J}. 
S ince  D J satisfies the condition of Definition 1.1, let's consider the graph 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the previous notations, for  any t > - 1, any / ,  
2 <_ e ¢ <_ s, and any m ~ S, one has 
J, JcE,  #J=f  
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Proof A basis for the k-vector space c (rg (t) i¢ (t- 1)~ is given by the 
faces L=Iu Jw i th  #L=t+ 1, JoE ,  #J=f  and I~D J .Therela- 
tive boundary in Ct- tK(e) K(F-1)~ of such an L has only terms of type 1 ~" m , rn /' 
( I  - {a}) U J with I - {a} ~ D J and with the same coefficients + 1 than 
in the boundary Ot_z(I) of the reason I for m to be in ffoJ and the 
proposition follows. I 
As a consequence one gets the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The homology I~I.( Am)  is graphic of height r = #A.  
Proof. Ho(A m) can be computed using Remark 1.1,__from Ho(D m) = 
[~o+l(Km,Km) and H.(Qm). On the other hand, H°(Km,K m) can  be 
computed from the homologies ---'--rod (~:(/), --m~(F-1)'~- applying (s -- 1) times 
Remark 1.1. Finally, /q--(K(/)ra, K(t-1))m , is a direct sum of graph homologies 
H°-t((DJ)m), so H°(A m) is graphic of height r as all the involved graphs 
have A as commun color set. | 
Remark 3.1. One can be more precise: in fact, for the computation of
/~t(Am), one needs Ht+ l(K'm, Kin) = H~(Dm) and Ht(Q m) (and their corre- 
sponding subspaces ~m ~t+ 1 and ker ~t). Now, to compute Hi+ l(I~m, Kin), 
one needs Ht+~(K~),K~ - )) for every f ,  2 <f_< s (and the correspond- 
ing subspaces ..~m vt+2), i.e., Ht+l_#j((DJ)m) for all subsets J of E with 
# J> 2. 
In particular, one has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If, for m ~ S and t > -1 ,  one has Ht(Q m) = 0 and 
Ht+l_#j((DJ)m) = 0 for every J c E with # J  > 2, then /-tt(Am) = 0. In 
particular, if m has no reason of dimension t - 1 to be a vertex of ~o, nor, 
for each J c E, # J > 2, it has a reason of dimension t - # J to be a vertex of 
~D~, then/t , (A m) = 0. 
Alternatively, one can study the homology Ho(D m) =/Q°+I(Km,Km) 
using, for any partition A = E U A, the chain of simplicial complexes 
=  I2-1  < = = - . -  = = 
where M~ ), - 1 < i _< r, is the simplicial subcomplex of Km (see again the 
proof of Proposition 2.2 to see that it is a complex) given by 
M~) :=KmtO{L=I t0 J~K,~/ IcA ,  J cEand#I<i} .  
Again, H°(K,,,K m) can be computed by means of the long exact se- 
quences 
... ~-~/~/M(J), M(O~ ~/~/M (~) M(i)] -~/4t(M~), M~ )) ~' ... t \  m m]  t \  m , m/  
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for -1  < i < j < k < r, the connecting morphisms being given in similar 
terms as before. In fact, to compute Ho(Km, K m) = n°(M(m r), M(m - 1)), it will 
be enough to use the above exact sequences for ( i , j , k )= ( -1 ,  
0 ,1 ) , ( -1 ,1 ,2 ) , . . . , ( -1 ,  r -  1, r). In particular, if for some t, 
" ( i )  ( i -  ~ - -  Ht(M~, Mm 1)) __ 0 for every i = 0, 1 . . . .  , r, then one has H~(Km, K m) = 
0. 
TO explicit the above vanishing criterium, let us introduce, for every 
~ S, the simplicial subcomplex T m of E' = ~(E)  given by 
T m = { JcE /~-e j~S}.  
More precisely, if Em := {e ~ E/N-  e ~ S}, Tm is a subcomplex of 
5;- = ~(Em) and, for J c E, one has ~ ~ D J if and only if J E E"  - Tin. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. With the previous notations, for any m ~ S, one has 
(i) for any t > -1  and any i, O < i < r, 
/tt+ l~,{M(i)m, n(m/-1) ) = ~ I -tt- i(Tm-al) 
IcA, #I=i 
[in this formula, tTIt_i(Tz_.,) = 0 if  either t < i or m - a I q~ S]; 
(ii) for  t > - 1, if, for all I c A with # I  < t and m - a I ~ S, one has 
I'YIt_#i(Tm_a,) = O, then Ht~ m) = O. 
Proof. By construction, the relative chain space Ct+ l"(M(i)m, M(i-1))m is 
generated by the faces L = I U J ~ g.,, such that # I  = i. Moreover, the 
relative boundary map preserves the component L Now, for such a fixed I, 
E r one has I u J ~ K m if and only if J Era-a1 and  J ~ T~_a,. Thus, 
looking at the boundary maps, it is clear that Ht+I(M~),M~ -1)) = 
~IcA #~=~/-It+l i(E~ a ,Tm-~,)" NOW, since the simplex E" a, is acyclic, 
one has h t+ l_ i (~.,~_a- ~Tm--al ) ~ I'YIt-i(Tm-a, ) which shows (i)_ 
Now under the assumptions of (ii), one gets --t+r~ l"'m(~(i), M~-1)) = 0 for 
i = 0, 1, . . . ,  r. Using recursively the long--exact sequences as explained 
before the proposition, it follows that Ht(D m) = I~t+ l (Km,K  m) = O. | 
DEFINITION 3.1. With the above notations, for any partition A = E U A 
and any f >_ 0, define the f th  root set, D(f) ,  as the set of those elements 
m ~ S such that /~t(Tm) ~ 0. 
From this definition, it is clear that D( f )  c D. On the other hand, it 
follows from Proposition 3.2(ii) that if Ht(D m) # 0, then one has m = 
+a I for some IcA  with # I_<t  and ~D(t -# I ) .  This property 
justifies the terminology of/ ' -root set. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Now, for each t >__ 0, denote by C t the set of all 
elements m ~ S such that either m = q + a I for some q ~ Q and I cA  
w i th#I=t+ 1, or m=~+a I for some ~D(t - i )  and I cAwi th  
# I  = i. The set C t depends of course on the chosen partition and will be 
called the tth checking set. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For any t > O, one has ISIt(~ m) = 0 if m f~ C r 
Proof. If m ~ C t, one has Ht(Qm) = Ht(Dm) = 0, hence  f i t (A m) = O. 
Remark 3.2. The checking set Ct is the set where one should search 
the degrees of the generators for the order t syzygies. In the next section, 
we study conditions on the partition under which C t is a finite set. 
4. CONSEQUENCES AND APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Finiteness of  the checking sets 
For a semigroup S as above, let ~s be the cone generated by S, i.e., the 
rational cone in V s := G(S)  ®~ Q generated by the image S of S in V s. 
Denote by d the dimension of S, i.e., the integer d -'= rk G(S)  = dim k[S] 
and by f the number of extremal rays of the strongly convex cone ~s (~s 
is strongly convex beause we assumed S combinatoriaUy finite). Notice 
that, since ~s generates Vs, one obviously has f > d. The semigroup S
will said to be simplicial when f = d, i.e., when ~s is a simplicial cone. 
Moreover, if A is a finite system of generators of S, then there exist a 
subset E c A with #E = f such that ~e = ~s where ~E stands for the 
cone in V s generated by E and, inside E, a subset E '  with #E'  = d such 
that the elements of E'  are linearly independents over Q. Thus, h > f >__ d 
and one can consider the following kind of partitions of A. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A partition A = E u A will be said to be a convex 
partition if ~E = ~s and #E = f. 
Notice that if S is a simplicial semigroup, then, for any convex partition 
one has #E = d and the elements of E must be Q-linearly independent. 
For simplicial semigroups, convex partitions will also be called simplicial 
partitions. 
Now, for any convex partition, one has the following finiteness result. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Consider a convex partition A = E u A for the semi- 
group S. Then the Apery set Q and the root sets, D(f ) ,  0 <f<f -  2 are 
finite. 
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Proof Let R E = k[E] be the k-algebra of the semigroup generated by 
E. Since ~E = ~s, the algebra R = k[S] is an integral extension of R E 
and, since R is finitely generated, R is a finite Re-module. Moreover, if 
B = k [X  e, e ~ E] is a polynomial algebra in f indeterminates and B ~ R E 
the epimorphism sending X e to X e, it follows that R is also a finitely 
generated B-module. In fact, setting deg(X e) = e and deg( X m) = m, R is 
a finitely generated graded B-module. 
The set of elements X q with q ~ Q is an irredundant system of 
generators of R as R E (or B)-module, so Q is a finite set since R is a 
noetherian RE (or B)-module. On the other hand, k is a finitely generated 
B-module via B/P  B -- k where Pa is the irrelevant ideal of B. It follows 
that Tor~/(R, k) is a finitely dimensional k-vector space for each / .  Now, 
computing Tor via the resolution of k given by the Koszul complex of the 
set {Xe, e ~ E}, one gets the formula: 
Tor f f (R ,k)  = (~ /4/(Tm). 
m~S 
This shows that one has /1/(T m) = 0 except for finitely many values of m, 
i.e., that the root set D( f )  is finite. | 
COROLLARY 4.1. Consider a convex partition A = E U A for the semi- 
group S. Then, for any t > O, the checking set C t is finite. 
From now on, let us assume that A = E U A is a convex partition for 
the semigroup S, #E = f, #A = r and h = f + r. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
q0); 
(v) 
Proof 
4.2. Depth and Cohen-Macaulay property 
For those partitions, one gets some vanishing criteria characterizing the 
depth of the ring R, i.e., the integer q, and, in particular, the Cohen-  
Macaulay property. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given an integer qo > 1, the following are equivalent. 
(i) q > qo; 
Ht(D m) = 0 for every m ~ S and every t > h - qo; 
Hh_qo(D m) = 0 for every m ~ S; 
/1/(T m) = O, Vm ~ S, V f  > f - qo (i.e., D(f )  = ~3 for f > f - 
I£If_qo(T m) = 0 for every m ~ S (i.e., D(f  - q0) = Q). 
Since #A -- r, it follows that Ht(Q m) = 0 for t >_ r and every 
m ~ S. Thus, from the exact sequence of Theorem 2.1, one has Ht(D m) -- 
/4t(nm) for t _> r. By Auslander-Buschbaum theorem, one has p + q -- h 
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where p is the projective dimension, therefore the condition q >__ q0 
becomes equivalent to Ht(A  m) = 0 for every m ~ S when t > h - q0, i.e. 
equivalent to nh_qo(Am) = 0 for every m ~ S and the equivalence of (i), 
(ii), and (iii) follows. Looking at the minimal graded resolution of R as 
B-module, one gets the equivalence of (iv) and (v). 
Now if (iv) holds, from Proposition 3.2(ii), it follows that Ht(D m) = 0 for 
any t > f + r - q0 and any m ~ S thus (iv) implies (iii). 
To see the reverse implication, let us assume that (iv) does not hold: 
then there exists a nonempty finite set of elements m in S such that 
/~/(T m) ~ 0 for some l> f - q0 (it is finite by Proposition 4.1). Then, this 
set contains a maximal element for the following partial order (between its 
elements): m' is greater than m if and only if m'-m = a for some 
a ~ A. Let m be one of those maximal elements: m ~ D( f )  and, for every 
I cA ,  I 4~ 0 ,  m + a I ~ D(f ) ,  i.e., /4t(Tm+~1) = 0 for every t _>f and 
every I c A, I ~ Q. Now, setting ~ -'= m + a A and t = / + r (t _> h - q0), 
the previous observation implies that, for every I c A, I # A, with i := #I,  
one has /tt_i(Tm_a,) = 0 and so, by Proposition 3.2(i), /4t+ I(M~ ), M~ -1)) 
= 0 for every i = 0, 1 . . . .  , r - 1. Now using recursively the long exact 
sequences as described before the Proposition 3.2, one gets 
HI (~)  ~_ i~it+ I (K~,K~)  __~ ~.i [M(r) (r- t+l, m 'Mm I)) = /~,_r(Tm_aA) 
= o. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Consider a convex partition A = E U A.  Then the fol- 
lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R = k[ S ] is Cohen-Macaulay; 
(ii) Ht(Dm) = 0 for every m ~ S and every t >_ h - d; 
(iii) Hh_d(D m) = 0 for every m ~ S; 
(iv) /-If(T m) = 0, Vm ~ S,V />f -  d ( i .e .D( f )  = ~for />f -  d); 
(v) /4f_d(Tm) = 0 for every m ~ S (i.e. D(f  - d) = 0).  
Proof. One has just to apply the previous theorem to q0 = d as for R, 
being Cohen-Macaulay is equivalent to q > d. | 
Remark 4.1. Observe that, in the simplicial case, f = d so that R is 
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if H0(T m) = 0 for every m ~ S by the 
condition (v) in the theorem. It is easy to check that, in this case, this is 
equivalent to the fact that, if m + e ~ S and m + e' ~ S for m ~ G(S)  
and e,e '  ~E,  e@e' ,  this must imply that m~S:  one finds here a 
well-known criterium for Cohen-Macaulayness of these rings due to Goto 
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et al. ([9]). One sees that the equivalence (i) ** (v) in Theorem 4.1 is a 
generalization of Goto et al. Cohen-Macaulay criterium to a characteriza- 
tion of the depth and is valid in a more general situation (the semigroup S
needs not be torsion free). For other characterizations of the 
Cohen-Macaulay property in the nonsimplicial case and when G(S) is 
torsion free, see [16] and [14]. 
It follows from this remark that D = O in the case of simplicial 
Cohen-Macaulay semigroups. This property allows to derive nice conse- 
quences in this case as shown in the following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  S a simplicial Cohen-Macaulay semigroup, then for a 
simplicial partition one has 
(i) I'~I.( Am) is purely graphic; namely one knows explicitly the isomor- 
phisms Ho( A m) ~- H.(Qm); 
(ii) the Cohen-Macaulay t pe of S is equal to the number of maximal 
elements of Q for the subgraph structure on Q induced by ffQ; 
(iii) the algebra k[S] is Gorenstein if and only if the subgraph Q has 
only one maximal element c. Moreover, in this case, the subgraph Q is 
symmetric, i.e. one has q ~ Q if and only if q' -'= c - q ~ Q and pq is an 
edge of color a ~ A if and only if q' p' is an edge of color a. 
Proof (i) follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that D = 0 .  
To show (ii), it is enough to compute nh_d(Qm) ~-- iQh_d(Am). It is easy 
to see that nh_d(Qm) ~ 0 if and only if m = q + a A where q is a maximal 
element of the subgraph Q and that when this occurs, the dimension of 
Hh_d(Qm) is one.  
The characterization of the Gorenstein property in (iii) is a direct 
consequence of (ii). For the second part of (iii), notice that if q ~ Q, then 
there is a path from q to c, hence q ' :=q-c  is in S. Now, since 
c = q + q' and c c Q, it follows that q' is also in Q. Finally, if p - q = a 
A, then q' - p '  = a which ends to prove the symmetry. | 
Remark 4.2. The existence of isomorphisms /Q0(Am ) = H0(Qm)was 
proved independently in [8]. Part (iii) can be seen as a generalization of the 
well-known characterization of the Gorenstein property for numerical 
semigroups in terms of symmetry ([11]). 
4.3. Computing syzygies and a minimal system of generators 
The checking sets C t being finite, it follows from Proposition 3.3 that in 
order to compute the minimal resolution of R, one can use finitely many 
values of m. In practice, the main problem in the computation of the 
minimal resolution becomes the computation of Ct, i.e., to find finite sets 
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C't containing Ct. For it, one should determine some finite sets D ' ( f )  
containing D( / )  and such that D ' ( / )  is easier to compute. 
Consider for instance, the set 
D ' :=  {m~S/T  m ¢ T m+e, ve e E}. 
If m ~ D', one has that T m is an acyclic complex as it is, topologically, a 
simple suspension. Thus, one has D( f )  c D' fo revery / and one could 
precise inside D', convenient subsets D ' ( f )  such that D( f )  c D ' ( f ) .  
The explicit description of D' (and of the derived sets D ' ( f ) ,  C' t) is, in 
general, not easy. It is more available if S is a simplicial semigroup. The 
reason is that each element rn ~ S can always be written rn =q + 
~e~EAe  where q ~ Q and A e >__ 0, h e C ~, the he'S being unique if 
q ~ Q is fixed. Thus, the elements m such that T m =/: T m + e for every e ~ E 
can be, after some precisions, explicitly described in the simplicial case, 
and one gets in this way, finite oversets of the checking sets. 
One can construct algorithms for the computation of minimal resolu- 
tions based on the above technique. To illustrate the application to the 
construction of such algorithms, we outline below a new method to obtain 
a minimal set of generators of the ideal ! = ker(~ 0) cA  of the semigroup 
S. This method improves the one given in [5]. 
CONSTRUCTION. Fix any convex partition of A, A = E u A, compute 
the finite set Q, and consider the set Q(0) := {q + a, q ~ Q, a E A}. Now, 
for each e', e" ~ E, e' -~ e", consider the set 
De,, e" 
and denote D'(0):= 
• . -{m~S/m-e '  ~S,m-e"  ~S,m-e ' -e"  ~Sand,  
for eache~E-{e ' ,e"} ,m-e-e '~Sorm-e-e"  ~S} 
Ue,,e,, De,,e,,. Then if m ~ D'(0) it is clear that the 
image of Ho(D m) in H0(~m) is zero. This follows from the fact that if 
{e', e"} is a complete reason of dimension 0 for m to be an element of D, 
then e' and e" are connected in zi m by another element e ~ E - {e', e"}. 
On the other hand, it is is also clear that D'(0) is a finite set. 
With notations as above, the finite set C'0 = Q(0) u D'(0) contains the 
checking set C 0. Moreover, for m ~ C'0, a basis for /~0(Am) can be 
computed in the following two steps. 
(i) compute a basis for H0(Qm) by the Remark 1.3 and lift its 
elements to H0(Am); 
(ii) compute a basis of the image of H0(Dm) in H0(Z~m). 
The union of the sets of cycles in (i) and (ii) is a basis of J~0(Am). For 
(ii), notice that if m ~ De, e,,, then the image of {e', e"} in H0(~ m) is the 
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cycle {e'} - {e"}. Finally, for each one of the cycles {e'} - {e} in (i) or (ii), 
one can construct a binomial M e, -M e of degree m where XeIM e and 
Xe,IMe,. 
THEOREM 4.3. When m ranges over the set C'o, the set of binomials 
M e, - M e obtained in the previous construction form a minimal system of 
homogeneous generators of L 
Remark 4.3. If S is simplicial, then the sets De,,e, are easy to find. In 
fact, any m ~ De,,e,, should be of type m = q + t~e' = q' +/3e" for some 
o~,/3 > 0 and q, q' ~ Q. This means that, in order to find the elements in 
l ie',e", one  can first determine the couples q, q' in Q such that q - q' 
2~e' + 2~e" and then pick up those couples whose associated m satisfies 
the properties in the definition of lie, , e"" 
4.4. Dimension one and two cases 
The last application deals with the cases of low dimension. In particular, 
if d < 2, every semigroup with the properties considered at the beginning 
is simplicial and, moreover, if d = 1, it is Cohen-Macaulay so it is a 
particular case of those considered in Theorem 4.2. For d = 2 one has the 
following result. 
PROPOSITrON 4.2. Assume S has dimension d = 2 and take a convex 
partition of  A. Then the homology IQo( A m) is graphic of  height h - 2. 
Moreover, one has Ho~ m) = n° - l ( l i  m) and there is a long exact sequence, 
"'" ~ Ht+I(Qm) --~ Ht- l ( l im) ~ I~Zt( Am) ~ Ht(Qm) ~ "" 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 taking into account hat f = d and 
that the complexes Co(D) and Co-l(l i) are identical if d = 2. | 
Remark 4.4. If d = 2, two finite graphs, ffQ and ~'l~ are enough to find 
the minimal resolution. Moreover, their basic sets Q and D are related one 
to the other. In fact, notice that the set of elements of Q in each fixed class 
of G(S) modulo G(E)  has a cardinality one unit more than the set of 
elements of D in the same class. More precisely, by definition of both sets 
Q and D, it follows that D can be explicitly determined from Q. Thus, one 
conclues that, for d < 2, the minimal resolution can be described from the 
Apery set Q. 
Let us focus now our attention on two cases of special interest, namely 
the semigroups defining respectively affine and projective monomial curves. 
Affine monomial curves are given parametrically by a numerical semi- 
group, i.e., an additive subsemigroup of N with a fixed system of genera- 
tors, ao, a l , . . . ,a  r where a i is a non zero positive integer and 
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gcd(a0,. . . ,  ar) = 1. Since d = 1, a convex partition of this set of genera- 
tors is obtained taking, for instance, E = {a 0} and A = {al , . . . ,  ar}. Set 
e = a 0 in the sequel. The Apery set Q and the Apery graph ffQ can be 
obtained from the arithmetics of the integers e, a~,. . . ,  a r. The set Q is 
nothing but the Apery basis relative to e considered in [1]. Notice that, for 
each integer i, 0 < i < e, there is only one element in Q congruent to i 
modulo e, namely the smallest elements in S congruent o i modulo e. 
Thus one gets the following result. 
THEOREM 4.4. The syzygies of  an affine monomial  curve can be obtained 
from the arithmetics of  the semigroup generators e, a I . . . . .  ar via the graph ~Q 
and the isomorphisms Ht(A m) -- Ht(Qm), t > - 1, m ~ S. 
The case of projective monomial curves is more interesting (in particular 
they are not always Cohen-Macaulay). A projective monomial curve in 
P r+ ~ is given parametrically by an additive subsemigroup S of N z gener- 
ated by a set of elements of the following type: 
e I = (d ,0 ) ,  e 2 = (0, d) ,  a 1 = (an ,  a12 ) . . . . .  a, = (a~l,ar2),  
where d > 0 and all + ai2 = d for each i. Without loss of generality, one 
can always assume that gcd(an, . . . ,  arl , d)  = 1o The degree of the curve is 
then d. 
Consider now the two numerical semigroups Sa and $2 generated 
respectively, by A 1 = {d, all . . . . .  arl} and A 2 = {d, a12,.. . ,  at2}, i.e., the 
projections of S on the coordinate axis. For 0 < i < d, denote by b i (resp. 
c i) the smallest integer in S 1 (resp. S 2) congruent to i (resp. d - i) modulo 
d. For each b ~ $1 (resp. c ~ $2), denote by i l (b )  (resp. t2(c)), the 
smallest value of / such that b (resp. c) can be written as a sum of / 
elements (may be repeated) of A 1 (resp. Az). For b ~ S 1 (resp. c ~ $2), 
set / l (b )  = ~ (resp. /2(c)  = ~). Notice that one obviously has la(b + d) 
<__ f l (b )  q- 1 (resp. f2(c + d) </2(¢) q'- 1). 
Now, for any i, 0 < i < d, consider the element qi "~- (hi, ¢i ). If b i + c i 
= hid, then one has hi <l l (b i ) ,  hi </2(c i )  and both equalities are satis- 
fied if and only if ?/i ~ S. Moreover, one has l l (b  i + td) = l l (b  i + (t - 
1)d) + 1 if t > 12(c i) - h i. Thus, the set I i of integers t > 0 such that 
la(b i + td) <<_/l(bi + (t - 1)d) is finite and bounded by f2(ci) - h i. De- 
note by b °<b ] < ..- <b i  p` the integers of type b i+tdwi th  t~ Ig .  For 
each j, 0 _< j _< pg, set c[ = l l (b i )d  - b i. 
Take the simplicial partition for S given by E = {e 1, e2}, A = {al , . . . ,  a r} 
and write Q = U~-0 ~ Qi, I) = ud201 I) i where Qi and D i are the respective 
subsets of Q and D consisting of elements congruent to (i, d - i) modulo 
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d2~ X d2L Then one  has Q0 = {(0, 0)}, D O = 0 ,  and  for 0 < i < d, 
Qi={(b / ,c / ) / J=O,  1 , . . . , P i}  and D i=  t~I[b¢,,ci-x~/i, j , ,  = l , . . . ,p i} .  
This  proves that the basic sets Q and D can be obta ined  f rom the 
ar i thmetics of the pro ject ion  semigroups and, as we know that the connect -  
~t+ 1 
ing maps  Ht+ l(Qrn) ---0' 1-1t(I)m) can be descr ibed, one  gets 
THEOREM 4.5. The syzygies o f  a projective monomia l  curve in pr  + 1 can 
be obtained from the arithmetics o f  the semigroup generators el, e 2, a I . . . . .  a r 
via the graphs ~o and ~o and the exact sequences in Proposition 4.2. 
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